All-College Meeting to Discuss Campus Assaults

by Dana Hukedar

The combination locks on the dormitory doors are only part of the campaign for tighter security at Trinity. The student escort service and discussions on safety precautions will also be provided to protect students and make them more aware of potential dangers.

A special All-College Meeting on Security will be held to inform students about how to prevent muggings, what to do under attack, and how to deal with personal fears and feelings after an assault. This meeting is open to all Trinity students on January 25 at 8:30 p.m.

Special lecturers and demonstrators include David Winer, Dean of Students; Gae O'Brien, Assistant to the President; Mildred Wertz, member of the Hartford Police Department; Rose-Anne Blidooan, Associate Director of the Hartford Rape Crisis Service; and Sherry Soooh and Peggy Orzola, two of Trinity's security guards.

Other topics discussed will be fire safety, handling obscene phone calls, answering doors, and where to seek help. A new device to scare off an attacker will be demonstrated. The present escort service from the library to one's dorm will also be explained.

Last semester, students volunteered in half-hour shifts to escort students in their dorms if they did not want to walk alone. The program was successful, but needs more escorts to continue this semester. Applications for interested students will be available soon.

Both women and men are urged to attend the security meeting this Wednesday. Men are not unprotected from harm, as was proved by the armed robbery in Cook last month.

Winer said that "he hopes Trinity men will attend in order to understand the personal safety problems that women have. Everyone's attendance Wednesday night will be very valuable to each student's safety on and off campus."

Capitol Intern Program Compiles Book

Most colleges seek to acquire books, but Trinity College is giving away to the citizens of Connecticut ten thousand copies of a new publication. The book, "Perspectives of a State Legislature," was compiled by the Trinity College Legislative Internship Program to improve public understanding of the Connecticut General Assembly.

Associate Professor of Political Science, Dr. Clyde D. McKee, Jr., director of the internship program and editor of the new volume, said, "One of the chief causes of voter apathy in Connecticut has been the lack of information about the governing process. The goal of this project was to create a readable, basic book that provides a view of the legislation through the eyes of several knowledgeable insiders."

Authors represented in the book are well known on the state political scene and include at least three current candidates for governor, Senate Majority Leader Joseph Lieberman and House Minority Leader William O'Neill and Representative Lewis B. Rome. The project's executive director is Dr. Louis Chlorides.

The free distribution was made possible through grants from the Aetna Life and Casualty Company and the General Electric Company to cover the costs of publishing. Political cartoons in the book were contributed by the Hartford Courant.

The sponsor of the project, the Trinity Legislative Internship Program, has been operating at the College for over a decade. Each spring approximately a dozen undergraduates are selected to work full-time as interns for individual legislators.

Copies will be available to the general public at the State Capitol. Copies will also be sent to each of Connecticut's public libraries.

President's Openhouse

President Lockwood will be available in his office on Wednesday, January 25 from 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. to informally with students interested in asking questions or talking with him. This will be the first in a series of monthly meetings.

Deep snow blanketed most of the Northeast, including the area in Fortis parking lot, over the weekend.

Vacation Thefts Revealed

by Ken Crowe

Trinity College endured a major crime wave over Christmas vacation. There were six successful and two unsuccessful burglaries of college dormitories. During the 1976-77 Christmas holidays, there were no reported thefts from dormitory rooms.

The dormitories robbed were Jackson with three thefts, Wheaton with two thefts, and 111 Crescent Street with one theft. High Rise and the North Campus dormitories were broken into but suffered no property loss. These break-ins occurred despite the recently installed locks on dormitory entrances.

The most mysterious of the six break-ins on campus were those which occurred in Jackson. According to Mr. Earl Moffatt, who is acting head of security while Al Garofolo is recovering from his injury, all of the keys to the dorm had been turned in under the direction of a foreman. All of the keys to the dorm had been turned in under the direction of a foreman.

Mr. Moffatt was unable to prevent another entry by non-students. However the suspects were able to escape before help had arrived.

The unknown intruders had entered North Campus by unlocking the door containing one of the new combination locks. Their presence was discovered by a security guard who called for help from security and the Hartford Police Department. However the suspects were able to escape before help arrived.

Despite security's attempts to keep all the dormitories locked to prevent burglaries, several of the dorms on Crescent Street were left with their back doors open over the break-in. It is not explained why the backdoor had been left unlocked.

In the most mysterious of the six break-ins, the room was broken into but suffered no property loss. These break-ins occurred despite the recently installed locks on dormitory entrances.
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Mr. Moffatt was unable to prevent another entry by non-students. However the suspects were able to escape before help had arrived.

The unknown intruders had entered North Campus by unlocking the door containing one of the new combination locks. Their presence was discovered by a security guard who called for help from security and the Hartford Police Department. However the suspects were able to escape before help arrived.

Following this incident the combination was changed to prevent another entry by non-Trinity people. The result has been that the lock was destroyed after the students return to campus on January 15.
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Recycling: Where's Bertha?

by Kathy Bowden

As a new semester gets underway at Trinity, you may already have noticed the absence of a familiar face around the college campus. In the last few days speculation has been growing as to the whereabouts of Bertha, the recycling bin. Has Bertha graduated, did she meet with a skiing accident over the vacation, is she on exchange at Ambert this semester? To discover the true fate of the green bin, I spoke with "S & S," the two people who first organized the recycling program at Trinity in October 1976, and have since struggled to keep it in operation.

For the last fifteen months, all those newspapers collected at Trinity have been handled by the "Sanitary Waste Disposal company," who rented the green bin to the College and were responsible for delivering the newspapers to the actual recycling company, "Tri City Recycling Inc.", more quickly the recycling bin is filled the more visible the scheme is. Under the terms of their new contract, "S & S" must supply the "Gross Paper Company" with a full quota of newspapers every two weeks. In addition to the recycling bin by Mather, there will be collection points in High Rise for a trial period of two weeks this term, these will be continued throughout the semester if shown to increase the volume of paper collected.

In order to prevent the recycling program from graduating along with "S & S," at the end of this school year, new people are needed to take over the management of the scheme. Anyone interested should contact "S & S" at 246-3109, or at Box 619.

The recycling process is an expensive one, the cost of transporting the paper and hiring a bin at times exceeding the sum paid for those newspapers collected. If natural resources are to be conserved however, for greater emphasis must be placed on the reuse of waste materials. Thanks to the efforts of "S & S," the recycling program at Trinity has been maintained, its finances kept in a reasonably healthy condition by a number of fund raising ventures, including two highly successful bake sales. Ultimately however, the success of the program is in the hands of students at Trinity, for the

FREE UNIVERSITY SIGN UP FORM

Below is a course sign-up form. Please complete it as indicated and return it to Box 1388 as soon as possible, and definitely no later than February.

We also need students, faculty, and staff to help coordi-

nate the program and join our Board of Trustees. If you're

interested please attend our organizational meeting on

Thursday at 3:15 in Alumni Lounge, or drop us a line.

If you've any questions, please give Alina Tim (325) or Jim Eisey (524-5032) a call.

Box __________ Phone _________________

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO BOX 1388

WRTC News Cites Improvements

This year, the WRTC news department has undergone a series of programs to improve both the quality of its news and its news personnel. As a result, the daily 5:30 news was heavily on the UPI machine and included student commentators, in-depth news stories, animated interviews, and special news reports.

WRTC newsmen Dan Meyer believes that one of the most important ways to improve the news is to provide more professional experience for Trinity students involved with WRTC. WRTC will utilize its new machine to aid the news staff by broadcasting it on radio WRTC, which is the official station of Trinity. Mr. Jones, an expert in radio broadcasting, who has agreed to give a two-day seminar for the station, is a former CBS television news director currently employed by the St. Louis-based radio station WILL. A freelance advertising figure, Mr. Jones is a full-time instructor at the Broadcast Center of St. Louis, renowned as being the best broadcasting center in the nation. His seminar will stress announcing, promotion, and production techniques, emphasizing news reporting and interviewing.

WRTC newsmen Meyer, Tom Quigley, and Angy Cates look toward Tom Jones's visit to Trinity as a crucial aid in the instruction of the news staff and the consequent improvement of WRTC's news product. According to Meyer, the absence of courses in radio broadcasting and broadcasting and broadcasting journalism at Trinity serves to increase the educational importance of Jones's seminar.

WRTC is coordinating efforts to maintain a steady improvement in its news programming, gave an informal survey at registration. The survey included such questions as "Would a WRTC show report interest you?" and "How you ever heard of WRTC Wants to Know? What's Your Mind?" in order to gather data to assess this last question, "WRTC Wants to Know What's Your Mind?" may continue as a new program under program representatives from the station. WRTC is looking for new questions to answer, to and on a specific 3:30 news broadcast.

The survey respondents were many, each time to make the program more informative and attractive to the listener. Trinity students will be eager to try the program this year, and in the Hartford area.

WRTC news staff will greatly benefit from instructions given by Tom Jones's visit, so that the listener may receive the news from the Trinity campus. The daily 5:30 news on 85.1 is the most successful informational source.

Horizons Schedule

Jan. 24
Leach (American Studies)
American Studies: Putting Down Rootlessness
Washingon Bn.

Tom Jones (524-5032)

Jan. 31
D. Miller (Phys. Ed.)
The Games People Play
Unit A, Ferris

Feb. 7
Crawford (Biology)
The Impact of Biology on Biology Washington Bn.

Feb. 21
Riggio (English)
Washington Bn.

Feb. 28
Goodenow (Education)
The Not-So-Wonderful World of American Educational History: The Delightful Seventies
Washington Bn.

Mar. 7
Haberlandt (Psychology)
Psychology of Memory and Cogni-

tion
Washington Bn.

Mar. 14
Love (Music)
Catching Protagon: A Musical Odys-

sey
Washington Bn.

Apr. 4
Steele (History and Art)
TBA
Washington Bn.

Apr. 11
Robere (Fine Arts)
Where is Art: Context as Content in Contemporary Art
Washington Bn.

Apr. 18
N. Miller (Sociology)
Visual Sociology
Washington Bn.

If this man can work two jobs, why can't you?

TRIPOD MEETING

There will be a TRIPOD organizational meeting on Thursday, January 26th at 7:30 p.m. in the TRIPOD office, Jackson Basement.

Spillers to Lecture on Women

Hortense Spillers, Assistant Professor of American and Afro-American Literature at Wellesley College, will speak in Trinity College's Wenna Lounge on Friday, January 27 at 8:15 p.m. Her topic will be "A Hateful Passion, A Lost Love: Notes on Three Women writers." Her appearance is spon-
sored by Trinity's Women's Center and the Black Women's Organization. The event is free and the public is invited to attend.

Dr. Spillers, who received her doctorate from Brandeis University, has published numerous articles on black litera-
ture. Her talk at Trinity will focus on the works of three black women: Toni Morrison, who recently won the National Book Critics Circle Award for her novel 'Beloved,' and late Zora Neale Hurston, author of "Duster Tracks on a Road," and Margaret Walker, author of "Juliette."
Alumni support for the academic program is coming in faster than ever before, thanks to a challenge grant from the Charles A. Dana Foundation and some hard work by student volunteers.

By January 1, multiple of the annual Alumni Fund campaign, $196,765 had been raised toward the $325,000 Alumni Fund goal. Of the $199,000, according to Alfred L. Burfield, Director of Alumni Giving, "at least $46,000 was the result of phonothons in which more than 60 students participated."

The actual amount of gifts generated by the phonothons is impossible to calculate," Burfield said, "but $1,750 was pledged in December alone. We phonothoned three evenings, and $23,500 was pledged during the phonothon December 1 through 3. In addition, there are countless other gifts being made by alumni, calls, and there are corporate matching gift programs which, if effect, double the amount of certain alumni gifts.

Each year, the College raises over $100,000 from alumni in support of the year’s budgeted academic programs, providing scholarships, lab equipment, library books and other programs that might otherwise have to be sacrificed or funded by heavy tuition increases. This year, the Charles A. Dana Foundation has challenged alumni to contribute $125,000. The Foundation has pledged up to $100,000 in additional funds if the goal is met. The $196,315 raised by January 1 puts the Alumni Fund at 60 percent of the goal, and is the largest amount ever raised at Trinity in the first half of the Alumni Fund campaign year, according to Burfield. The next three Alumni phonothons are scheduled for February 27 and 28, and March 1 and 2. Students wishing to participate should contact Burfield or any of the four student coordinators: Heidi M. Green, Box 322; Kenneth Grouse, Box 338; Barbara Albee, Box 848; or Deborah J. Skidd, Box 432.

Meanwhile, the three other Annual Funds were all ahead of their 1977 performance. By the first of this year the Parent’s Fund totaled $34,469, or 43% of $80,000; Business and Industry Associates totaled $22,526, and the Friends of Trinity Fund totaled $30,063.

Passing By

by Eric Greved

"Travelling," the dripping young man with me says, "is like surrogate skiing. You don’t have to fell down to stop. Actually, as I found out, the difference is more subtle. In travelling, you stop falling down.

We were standing in the snow just outside Jackson Hall, where, minutes earlier, I had lost a discussion with News Editor Andrew Walch. My newly found dual on the Traveled. As a Contributing Editor this year, I had thought I could lean back and edit; Andrew, it turned out, wanted me to go out, step by step, and contribute. The argument came to a head when we looked out the office window and saw two trayers sliding down Jackson Hill; I got the idea before Andrew did, but he caught me on the stairs.

Trayers are very friendly people. "Fantastic; nothing else like it," enthuses one rider as his friend expounds in a cloud of snow past the laundry. "Do you want to try it?" Uh, well, I demur, I was going to write this more as a third piece. "The Men Who Slide On Trays By Night," you know, an editorial.

"No, no," he insists. "You sit back, brake, and then go forward; there’s snow on it, keep your feet up, and steer with your hands. "You can steer?" I ask. "No," the other answers. Ten feet down and I’m in a cold shower flying snow, over a bump, a flat part, another, a dip, a rise and I am being buffed against the walls of the enclosed space. "How do you do it standing like that?"

"You have to use a lot of body advantage here."

"The snow’s too deep," they exclaim, "we can’t even turn, pulling me up the hill to the start. We were standing in the snow looking at the fence on Broad Street and through the tree branches (miss that sidewalk. "It’s fabulous!" they cry, "we can’t really do that," he says. "Last try!"

"You have to use a lot of body English to get around the turn. (I am an English major, but I see no advantage here.

I push off, swing through the first, fall again, lean into the next, hand out to steer with; I come off the banking, slide into the course, almost sideways. I felt like I was flying."

"The snow’s too deep," they exclaim, "we can’t even turn, pulling me up the hill to the start. We were standing in the snow looking at the fence on Broad Street and through the tree branches (miss that sidewalk. "It’s fabulous!" they cry, "we can’t really do that," he says. “Last try!"
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Dining Hall I.Q.

by Eric Greestad

If coming back to class after a long vacation is hard, coming back to campus after the January thaw is really tough. I’ve been here before I haven’t seen in person, I’d like to wish you the best for the new year and you welcome back for the Trinity Term. I hope it looks like a good one as far Trinity is never quite the same from one year to the next, for instance, I was here before I came back to find it the Home of the 100-foot Teddy广 and, as you’ve probably noticed, some things on campus have changed since last year.

First, of course, the new weather. For anyone who were sorry to end their sailing vacations, Trinity has responded with three winter storms in a week, and the worst wind and snow in some years. Things are bad all over: the sidewalks drift over as fast as Broad Street without a pickaxe and give the combination night with the new locks, sent out with the outside locks will be No burglar could get near my know, is the all-new Tripod, before. Former Editor-in-Chief Marc Blumenthal has left to tend register at Follett’s; his successor, Alan M. “Mrs. Pynchon” O’Conor, and her staff are responsible for turning last year’s bunch of ragtag amateurs into the crack now

by Eric Green

Dear Jeff Wilson:

In a recent Tripod article, it was reported that you have not been made aware of greevances dealing with crowded conditions in the dining hall. This statement has brought concern to many students and the faculty. In order to dispel such beliefs, the following exam has been completed to test your “dining hall I.Q.” You have 10 minutes to complete the exam, and please, no notes are allowed.

1) At 12:30 each day, the dining hall resembles:
   a) A place of calm and tranquility
   b) A Chinese fire drill.
   c) The average person’s room

The correct answer here is D, though B and C are also excellent answers. If you answered C, you are ironically “out to lunch.”

2) Fill in the blank. Where have all the.a) Flowers
b) Spoons
c) Tables
d) Menus

This question is a little trickier, but the appropriate answer is B. The spoon situation is so bad that any student has experienced having to eat their ice cream with a fork. If you answered A, then you are in the wrong era. You get partial credit if you responded C or D.

3) “The home advantage” refers to:
   a) The way Saga’s food tastes “just like Mom’s”
   b) About the only advantage the Giants had against the Cowboys last week.
   c) The advantage that results when one’s 11:30 class meets in close proximity to Mother (or any body else).
   d) Next case.

The correct answer here is B, though C and D are acceptable. It is almost impossible to find a place for your books, and even tougher to remove them after one has eaten. (Perhaps the Dewey system of classification should be utilized)

4) During lunch, the a) A boxing term which was not b) A place of calm and tranquility c) Survival of the Fittest! d) Next case.

The basic motto of Saga could best be described as:
   a) At 12:30 each day, the dining hall resembles:
   b) A Chinese fire drill.
   c) The average person’s room

The correct answer here is C, and if you scored below 7, then you are “next case.” This question is a little trickier, but the appropriate answer is C. The spoon situation is so bad that any student has experienced having to eat their ice cream with a fork. If you answered A, then you are in the wrong era. You get partial credit if you responded C or D.

5) The “mandatory 8 count” refers to:
   a) A boxing term which was not necessary in the Norton-Bobick fashion.
   b) A mountain after an avalanche.
   c) The average person’s room on Sunday morning.
   d) The Pentagon.

The appropriate answer is B, though C and D are acceptable. It is almost impossible to find a place for your books, and even tougher to remove them after one has eaten. (Perhaps the Dewey system of classification should be utilized)

6) During lunch, the a) A boxing term which was not b) A place of calm and tranquility c) Survival of the Fittest! d) Next case.

The basic motto of Saga could best be described as:
   a) At 12:30 each day, the dining hall resembles:
   b) A Chinese fire drill.
   c) The average person’s room

The correct answer here is C, and if you scored below 7, then you are “next case.” This question is a little trickier, but the appropriate answer is C. The spoon situation is so bad that any student has experienced having to eat their ice cream with a fork. If you answered A, then you are in the wrong era. You get partial credit if you responded C or D.

7) The “mandatory 8 count” refers to:
   a) A boxing term which was not necessary in the Norton-Bobick fashion.
   b) A mountain after an avalanche.
   c) The average person’s room on Sunday morning.
   d) The Pentagon.

The appropriate answer is B, though C and D are acceptable. It is almost impossible to find a place for your books, and even tougher to remove them after one has eaten. (Perhaps the Dewey system of classification should be utilized)

8) The spoon situation is so bad that:
   a) A boxing term which was not necessary in the Norton-Bobick fashion.
   b) A mountain after an avalanche.
   c) The average person’s room on Sunday morning.
   d) The Pentagon.

The appropriate answer is B, though C and D are acceptable. It is almost impossible to find a place for your books, and even tougher to remove them after one has eaten. (Perhaps the Dewey system of classification should be utilized)

Within the student body, which is ideally a cohesive unit made up of many parts, there has resulted in the lack of participation by a significant sector of the community. It is important that students now use the available channels to offer opinions and suggestions for this vital step towards a more effective student body.
More Commentary

'77 Perspective: The Dubious Dozen

by Eric Samuelson

Nineteen seventy-seven probably won’t go down as one of those great years for mankind; it was the year of a turkey among wreaths. Things may have happened, but can you remember any of them? Quick now, name ten. Perhaps you can remember the Presidency of Jimmy Carter, for his year-long attempt to improve the image of the White House. He tried to give the public a new image by making changes, such as the removal of the gardener’s shed and the addition of a new lawn. These changes were intended to make the White House more accessible to the public, but they were not very successful. The new lawn was often cut short by tourists, and the gardener’s shed was replaced by a more modern facility. The public was not very pleased with the changes, and the image of the White House remained as lackluster as ever.

The UltraBite Sexy Smile Contest: The first winner is that snarly and American sex object, Farrah Fawcett, formerly of “Charlie’s Angels.” Since Ms. Fawcett isn’t about to win any acting awards, we included this one instead. Farrah had better watch out, though, because the competition is moving up fast: the only amusing thing in the recent Super Bowl were the Cowboys and Broncos’ cheerleaders. Outlandish hairdos and CBS cameramen kept breaking from the game to where the real action was.

The Sacramento Tomato Sunny California Prize: awarded to Gov. Jerry Brown for giving Californians what they have always wanted, a public governor who is even cheaper than Ronald Reagan was. Brown, whose personality is not unlike that of Simon Legree, does not seem to share the fun-loving disposition of his constituents. Watch man: he may be your next President. If the California legislature travails through the year, more than usual speed it may reach Washington by 1980.

The Bishop Brownlow citation for Aesthetic Design: this year the hands-down winner is that widely acclimated wonder of the Trinity campus, Ren. Lockwood’s new residence, also known among some urbanized circles as the Barn on Vernon St. Locking it at the other day, our panel thought the building was completed, but the architect refused to reveal whether the Presidential home is yet a finished product. Such are the enigmas of artistic creativity.

The Texas Instruments Calculator Excellence in Mathematics Award: to the recently retired Brent Launce, whose public career was tragically forestalled by the bountiful offering of a group of narrow-minded administrators. Awarded for his proof in Congressional hearings that, at least in his financial lodgers, two and two do not have to equal four. The Joseph Scholor Medall for Greatest Contribution to American Entertainment Culture: presented to the three TV networks for the 1977 season, in-dubitably filled with some of their employees. With creative at- tempts at mediocrity and bad taste. About half of the shows were pulled off the air before Thanksgiving so one finds it taxing to remember all of their names.

The winner is that starlet and American sex object, Farrah Fawcett, who is probably the most famous person in the world. She has appeared in numerous movies and television shows, and has become a symbol of female empowerment. In the future, B & G will see fit to congratulate and applaud her courageous efforts in breaking down the barriers of gender inequality.

The Many Tongues of Babel...: Sodom and Gomorrah Revisited, the endless possibilities for features in Hunter; The Wages of Sin, Sodom and Gomorrah Revisited, The Many Tongues of Babel, Addam, Eve and the Serpent... And last but not least-A Special Citation for the Most Pernicious...: The earlier Presidential home is yet a mystery, but somehow my consideration for the people whose motto is “Neither rain nor sleet nor storm shall keep a citizen from his right to the pursuit of happiness.”

Gary Kremen, Bachelor Mgr., Plowed Under To the Editor:

We would like to express our displeasure with the methods employed by Buildings and Grounds in its “snow removal operation” this last Saturday morning. The disregard towards us shown by the plow drivers as we attempted to get from the front four foot snow drifts was difficult to comprehend. Though we had close encounters with many plows, we had direct encounters with only two. In response to our requests for assistance, the drivers of these plows were rather unfriendly. One explained that he could not help us without the permission of his supervisor (wherever he might have been), the other was not so accommodating. We had to approach the post snow storm blues rather than create them. Dave Duncan ’79 and Friend ’79

Letters

Courteous Lacking

To the Editor,

WHERE ARE THE MANNERS AND CONSIDERATION OF SOME TRINITY STUDENTS?

During the snow storm of Friday, Jan. 20, 1978, most all businesses in Connecticut were closed by order of Gov. Grasso, but the Trinity Bookstore was open. Showing my courtesy for a turkey among wreaths, I needed books for the Trinity term. I made arrangements to lodge myself in town rather than risk my small print, except when necessary.

The bookstore opened late due to the inability of our cashiers to arrive on time. A sign was posted on the front door stating the fact that the bookstore would only open when the last cashier arrived. About one half hour later, a group of students was waiting for the doors to open. I explained the cashiers would return when they arrived, but they were very upset and indignitly stating they didn’t post the hour they would open. I explained the store would open as soon as one arrived, and they knew the exact hour.

The students started to lose hope and stomped off. My first cashier arrived a few minutes later and the doors were opened. Again, I explained that only one cashier was available at the present and to provide the students with a second one arrived, a later said several complaints about the long lines and demanded that a third cashier be added. Again I explained there was no additional cashier available due to the snowstorm. Through the remainder of the day, more and more students came in.

I don’t understand why the students cannot show some consideration in times of a crisis.

On the other hand, there were some students who approached me offering their services. I had to decline this offer as they had no cashier experience.

Just to reiterate, my first impression was “The Front Desk” on the front door and return home, but somehow my consideration for the people whose motto is “Neither rain nor sleet nor storm shall keep a citizen from his right to the pursuit of happiness.”

Verification, Bachelor Mgr., Plowed Under

Try out your interviewing skills.

Seniors, are you a little nervous about those job interviews ahead? How about practicing your communications skills on videotape, giving yourselves a chance to correct errors before a job interview?

The Career Counseling Office has arranged for Jan Matthews, personnel officer at the Veterans Hospital in Newington, to conduct a series of individual counseling sessions on videotape in McGuirk 225, January 23, 24, and 25, from 3 p.m.-5 p.m. You, assisted by Mr. Matthews and a member of the Career Counseling Office staff, can view yourself and figure out ways to improve your interviewing skills.

Sign-ups (in the Career Counseling Office) are limited and are on a first-come, first-served basis!

Temporary EMPLOYMENT:

Students seeking temporary employment during the Trinity Term, please fill out the form below, and return it to the Office of Financial Aid.

Name:

TelephoneNumber:

Financial Aid Recipient: Yes...No.

Job Restrictions (example: cannot work nights, cannot type...)

Also available: Durin, Open Period.

Vacation:

Commentary:

FINANCIAL AID STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT FOUND JOBS:

If you have not found a job and desire employment, please contact the Financial Aid Office at Extension 365.
Civic Center Arena Roof Collapses

by Brian Crocksett

I might have guessed winter storm Igor was no sleeping bear. And when I woke up last Wednes-
day morning to find a 30-foot len-covered limb on the ground just outside my window I knew the
storm would be a mean one. Or thought I did. Then came a radio report from the next room.

“You’ve probably heard al-ready,” the announcer was bab-
ing, “the roof of the Civic Center Collapsed early this morning.” Or something like that.

I looked out the window again. It seems some guardian angel was flying through the sleet and gunk
that filled the skies that night. Miraculously, no one at the Civic Center was injured. Or even came
d close to it. And the limb outside my window fell in the four-foot space between my two roommates’ cars.

The Hartford Courant was check-full of stories and pictures of twisted metal reminiscent of
photographs of bombed-out buildings. The New York Times displayed it big, as did both local and national
television reports. And the catas-
trophe has a better than outside chance to make the slick covers of the weekly news magazines.

And there was the kind of magazine one would expect to come out of an event of this magnitude.
City and state officials made gloomy inspection tours and mouthed dour but predictable pub-
clic statements. The Hartford Cham-
ber of Commerce made a guarded but cautiously optimistic statement as well. Consultants hired to
determine the reason for the collapse began examining the wreckage, while those involved in
the original construction maint-
ained a judicious silence.

The police and fire departments responded quickly to the emer-
gency, corning off the debris-
stream area and beginning
search for non-existent victims. By mid-day, the torn metal sheathing and insulation scattered on Ann
and Church streets had been collected in one large pile. Two large bulldozers earnestly scooped
the mess into a waiting dump truck.

The sidewalks just beyond the police lines were lined with the curious, many of whom simply
gazed in amazement. Others took pictures of the steel girders twist-
ging grotesquely in the air. Pink and yellow strips of insulation hung in
the branches of the young trees
brooding the Civic Center.

Coliseum officials began can-
celling scheduled events through May, though other hall managers in the area reported an upsurge
in business.

The cave-in was covered by $28
million in insurance policies written by the Travelers Insurance Co. The
policy’s liability is shared by

City Crime Program Begun in South End

by Jeannine Kline

Along with the recent growth of
the security problem here at Trinity
College, the south end of Hartford
has also been experiencing an
increase in their crime rate. An
organization called the South End Community Services (SECS) has
initiated a Crime Prevention Pro-
gram in light of the situation. It
is one of many programs run by
SECS.

The Crime Prevention Pro-
gram has been in existence for a
little over three months, and its
ofce is located at 530 Franklin
Avenue in Hartford.

The spread of crime in the south end of Hartford has spurred Tom Murphy to organize the
crime prevention program.

"The crime has really been
growing worse", according to
Director Murphy. He believes the

program can help to remedy the
situation. At present the staff of the
Crime Prevention Program consists of four
community organizers, one di-
rector, and one secretary.

These people meet with various
groups in Hartford’s south end to
discuss, interview and discover the
causes of the increasing crime rate.

Before the holiday period, surveys were being conducted in the neighborhoods of the south end
to see what people think the
problems are and what can be done
about them. "Block clubs" were
formed in the making, in an effort to
unite the various neighborhoods.

Aside from the Crime Preven-
tion Program, the South End Community Services Agency has piloted many other programs. One
example is the ERAH, Education and Rehabilitation for Alcohol and Drug Prevention.

Also, the Big Brothers and Big Sisters programs are run by SECS, as is another crime prevention
program run out of the Fox School
in conjunction with the Police
Department and the Board of Education.

Murphy felt that "we definitely
need more volunteers, in fields
ranging from guidance counselors
to drivers to teachers and super-
visors.

"Trinity is an integral part of the
South End. For future programs, we will need volunteers. If anyone is interested in getting
involved in community work, the
number to call is 364-5533.

"People have to be made aware
of various problems. We have to
increase trust among neighbors," he said.

According to Murphy, the main
problem is one of locating resour-
ces. The director has high hopes
for future programs and feels that,
with the cooperation of the com-

munity, the problems of the South
End could be eliminated.
**Connecticut**

**Hartford Tribune Closes Down After Seven Weeks**

by Jon Zonderman

It was about 12:30 in the afternoon on Jan. 3 when Mort Sharnik, editor of the Hartford Tribune walked into the paper's newsroom and gathered the staff for the last time.

"We fought the good fight," he told us, "but it just didn't work out." With those words, Sharnik pronounced the seven-week old evening tabloid dead.

For the previous four weeks, the Tribune had been unable to pay its staff of just over 100 employees. Most had stayed on and continued to work without pay.

A few had drifted away and a few others, including me, drifted in.

Each day was a struggle to raise the two thousand dollars necessary to pay the days printing costs. Now, after the last efforts to raise finances from the pages of the paper failed, the Butler Newspapers Group Inc., owners of the Tribune, were more than $150,000 in debt, including over $20,000 owed to employees in back wages.

I had started working for the Tribune on Dec. 19, the week after my exams here at Trinity ended. Sharnik had hired me after I wrote an article about the Trib. for the Connecticut pages of the Hartford Courant. I had expected to be a reporter at the Tribune for the entire seven weeks the paper existed. Sharnik, editor of the Hartford Tribune, were more than two thousand dollars necessary to pay the days printing costs. Now, after the last efforts to raise finances from the pages of the paper failed, the Butler Newspapers Group Inc., owners of the Tribune, were more than $150,000 in debt, including over $20,000 owed to employees in back wages.

I had started working for the Tribune on Dec. 19, the week after my exams here at Trinity ended. Sharnik had hired me after I wrote an article about the Trib. for the Connecticut pages of the Hartford Courant. I had expected to be a reporter at the Tribune for the entire seven weeks the paper existed. Sharnik, editor of the Hartford Tribune, were more than two thousand dollars necessary to pay the days printing costs. Now, after the last efforts to raise finances from the pages of the paper failed, the Butler Newspapers Group Inc., owners of the Tribune, were more than $150,000 in debt, including over $20,000 owed to employees in back wages.

I had started working for the Tribune on Dec. 19, the week after my exams here at Trinity ended. Sharnik had hired me after I wrote an article about the Trib. for the Connecticut pages of the Hartford Courant. I had expected to be a reporter at the Tribune for the entire seven weeks the paper existed. Sharnik, editor of the Hartford Tribune, were more than two thousand dollars necessary to pay the days printing costs. Now, after the last efforts to raise finances from the pages of the paper failed, the Butler Newspapers Group Inc., owners of the Tribune, were more than $150,000 in debt, including over $20,000 owed to employees in back wages.

I had started working for the Tribune on Dec. 19, the week after my exams here at Trinity ended. Sharnik had hired me after I wrote an article about the Trib. for the Connecticut pages of the Hartford Courant. I had expected to be a reporter at the Tribune for the entire seven weeks the paper existed. Sharnik, editor of the Hartford Tribune, were more than two thousand dollars necessary to pay the days printing costs. Now, after the last efforts to raise finances from the pages of the paper failed, the Butler Newspapers Group Inc., owners of the Tribune, were more than $150,000 in debt, including over $20,000 owed to employees in back wages.
Organ Series Returns

by Tony Shannon and Ilon Lungscong

The Trinity Organ Series’ first concert of the term featured Clarence Watters, Emeritus Music, Honorary College Organist and designer of Trinity’s Chapel Organ.

1858: A House Divided

by Nick Noble

It is the autumn of 1858, and a beleaguered crowd is packed into the courthouse of a parched prairie town somewhere in central Illinois, eager to hear a political debate between two local favorites. It is a strange time in history: a different nation, half slave and half free, with the seeds of division already sown and beginning to bear fruit. This is the period and atmosphere so exquisitely captured by veteran actor, Dick Poston, in his one-man adaptation of the historic Lincoln-Douglas debates, performed last Saturday evening in the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts Center.

The set consists of a podium, a chair and a platform beset with red, blue and white trim. Upon this simple canvas Poston paints a rich, compelling portrait of two remarkable men.

The first hour of the production presents Stephen A. Douglas: the statesman-governor, popular Democrat and the Democratic Party’s great hope for the Presidency. Logcous, bombastic, a genuine frontier orator; this is Poston’s Douglas. Yet beneath the slick, eloquent politician is a man of iron will who is at times given to outbursts of eloquence. History will prove it to be a tragic devotion, alienating enough of his own party to cost him the nomination and the Presidency. But the Douglas of 1858 is still a master of the imagery necessary to carry off a political debate. It is a challenge. He doesn’t really look like Lincoln (the almost phrenosophic whiteness of his hair disturbed me) but his manner, his bearing, his carriage, and his voice convey the perfect image of the Abraham Lincoln described by Douglas as “a kind, amiable, and intelligent gentleman.”

Poston is faced with a more difficult role in playing this unassuming man, this shy, almost domiciled in his characterization of the short, stocky Douglas, as he is in his manifestation as the tall, lanky Lincoln, with, in his own words, “my gaunt, lean face.” Such a transformation is no easy task, physically as well as mentally, Poston’s Rogers appeared to carry off his role with grace and nuance. At times when the throes of his eloquence would sway you that Lincoln looked like Douglas in the flesh, and it is the brilliance of this effect that makes Dick Poston’s one-man show a must for students of theatre and history alike.

It is too bad that the in- clemency of the weather forced a change in the bill. The program had always planned to feature another short piece, both Dupre and Watters displayed their technique when the moto perpetuo*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*I would also talk about the different dance movements offered by Beals this spring, as well as the upcoming dance events. There will be a showcase of dance on March 31, and a special Master Class in Improvisation will be offered by Beals on April 30. For more information, please contact the Austin Arts Center at 512-920-3432.

The next piece, the prelude in G minor, contained the flavors of Dupre and Watters was recalled to the organ for two encores, which he played equally as well as the rest of his concert. The pieces were the last movements of both the Passion Symphony by Dupre, in abbreviation version. One might assume that these pieces would appear in their entirety in a future concert. The whole of Clarence Watters’ program was enjoyable and exciting. An artist like Watters does not appear often, and he deserves great praise for this concert.
Photographers Needed
The Trinity Tripod requires the services of talented photographers. If you have the skills, or are interested in learning the process and delicate art of creating powerful emotion-wrought photographs, or are simply interested in photography enough to be the Photo Editor's groupie, please stop by the Tripod office in Alumni Lounge, on Jackson, on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.

Coffee House
Betsy Tyson, a Trinity gradu-ate and a former Trinity Piper will be singing this Saturday night at the Christian Coffee House in Wean Lounge, January 29 at 9:00 p.m. Light refreshments are free! For further information contact Terry Hickey 246-8148.

Student Legislature
There will be a meeting of the Trinity Chapter of the Connecticut Intercollegiate Student Legislature this Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. This state-wide political organization of college students helps members familiarize themselves with many methods of politics: debating, voting, protest, testimony, etc. All Trinity Students are encouraged to attend.

Safety Volunteers
The College is in the process of establishing a corps of volunteers to function as safety and security liaisons to the Office of Residential Services. Two to four volunteers are needed from each dormitory to assist with the following:
1) reporting of unsafe conditions within the residences;
2) evacuation of residents during fire drills.
Each volunteer would be asked to donate no more than eight hours throughout the entire Trinity Term.

Commentator Needed
W.B.T.C. needs an enthusiastic individual to write and broadcast a weekly commentary on the 5:30 WBO news. The commentaries can cover any topic. No experience or license required. The course will meet from 1:30 to 2:30 on Monday and Tuesday. Anyone interested in signing up should go to the dance office and register, or be in class tomorrow.

New Dance Section
Dance 305, Advanced Technique, will not be offered this semester. An additional section of Dance 105, Introduction to Dance, will be offered. The course will meet from 1:30 to 2:30 on Monday and Tuesday. Anyone interested in signing up should go to the dance office and register, or be in class tomorrow.

Changing Courses
Tuesday, 31 January 1978, is the last day to add courses to one's program of study for the Trinity Term 1978. It is also the last day to drop a course from one's program in order to avoid having a "N" entered on one's Permanent Record (transcript).

Puerto Rico Exchange
Trinity continues to maintain a small exchange program with the University of Puerto Rico, and Trinity sophomores or juniors are welcome to apply to participate in the program for the Fall Term 1979. The academic year 1978-1979 offers students a chance to study with students at the University of Puerto Rico and to participate in a variety of cultural and social activities.

Mystic Program
The program in Maritime studies sponsored at Mystic Seaport by Williams College and the Seaport is open to students from selected institutions. Trinity College is one of the institutions that may send students for study at this interdisciplinary program on man's relation to the sea.

Coffee House
Betsy Tyson, a Trinity gradu-ate and a former Trinity Piper will be singing this Saturday night at the Christian Coffee House in Wean Lounge, January 29 at 9:00 p.m. Light refreshments are free! For further information contact Terry Hickey 246-8148.

British Summer School
The Institute of International Education in New York City sponsors several British university summer schools, and these will be held, respectively, at the Universities of Birmingham, Kent, London, Oxford and Edinburgh during July and August 1978. More information is available in the Office of Educational Services and Records. Interested students are asked to consult with both Professor Sloan and Dean Winslow.

East Anglia Exchange
Students interested in this exchange with a British university for the 1978-1979 academic year or for the Spring of 1979 are reminded to read the information in the maroon binder in the Office of Educational Services and Records. Applications are due during the month of February.

Cerberus Meeting
For all those interested in joining Cerberus, there will be an organizational meeting on January 31 at 7:00 p.m. in Wean.

Study In London
Present sophomores interested in studying at the London School of Economics and Political Science for the 1978-1979 academic year should have at least a B+ average through the first term of their sophomore year. Please read the up-to-date materials in the maroon binder in the Office of Educational Services and Records and obtain a copy of the information sheet on the LSE if you are interested. Both James Eaves and Bruce Cameron, new seniors at Trinity, were enrolled at the London School of Economics last year. Tolanda Sefick is enrolled at the London School of Economics from Trinity College this year.

12 College Exchange
Students wishing to participate in the 12-College Exchange for both semesters or either semester (including spring) 1978-1979 are asked to consult the 12-College Catalogue and other materials available in the Office of Educational Services and Records. Applications should be submitted to the Office of Educational Services and Records. Applications should be submitted to the Office of Educational Services and Records. Applications should be submitted to the Office of Educational Services and Records.

Durham Program
Applications to participate in the Durham Program (with full integration into the University with British students) through the Institute of European Studies should be submitted to the Office of Educational Services and Records just as soon as possible. The final deadline is Wednesday, 25 January 1978.

European Studies
Dr. William L. Gaines, President of the Institute of European Studies, will be at Trinity on Thursday, 26 January 1978, to talk with students interested in any of the EUS programs in Europe. He will be available in Alumni Lounge from 4:15 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. on that day. Students who are interested in specific programs or who would just like to discuss study abroad in general are welcome to talk with Dr. Gaines.

Job Applications
Friday, Jan. 27 is the last day for applications for any jobs at Mother Camping Center and the Iron Pony Pub.
Keeping up with a rapidly growing student body. A native of Grand Rapids, Michigan, Oosting excelled in both basketball and track at Springfield College, and came to Trinity to join a tiny Athletic Department with a staff of three. Basketball in 1925 was such a different game from today. After every basket there was a center jump, and low scores prevailed. In general Bantam Basketball during the late thirties and throughout the war was of the .500 variety. Then in the late forties things began to change. In '47 and '48 Ray Oosting's Bantam Basketballers recorded 12-5 and 11-6 seasons respectively. Instrumental on these two teams was a young man considered by Oosting to be the finest player he ever coached: Red Faber. A player with tremendous drive and a deadly accurate 2-hand set shot, Faber was selected to the All-East team. He still holds the record for most points scored in a single game. 10 for 10 in a 1948 season game vs. M.I.T.
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The women's varsity basketball team travelled to Dartmouth last Wednesday for their first game of the season. The women from Hanover, however, spoiled the trip.

Playing against the likes of Cathy Anderson, due to an ankle injury, Trinity started a very young team: seniors Nancy McDermott, sophomores Lanier Drew and Cindy Higgins and freshmen Holly Doremus and Lisa Bouger.

In the first half, Trinity stayed right with the more experienced Dartmouth team who were playing in their fifth game of the season. The Bantams even opened up a slight lead when the Big Green switched to a man-to-man defense. But, at the end of the half, Trinity found itself down by four points, 24-20.

The beginning of the second half proved costly for the young team: 10 points were scored by the Bantams and despite the experience and patience seemed to be major problems. Thus the Bantas went scoreless for almost seven minutes and Dartmouth took advantage of Trinity's inoperative offense and opened up a fifteen point lead. But, the women were not out of it and fought back to a two point deficit with the help of a well-executed press. Twice Trinity had the ball with only one bucket needed to tie the score at 60, but neither time could they score the crucial hoop.

The final match score was Dartmouth five games and Trinity two games, with victories by #3 player, Nina McClave winning 31, and #7 player Beth Davidson also 3-1. Among the various matches the games were exciting and often close. Trinity's former varsity player Beth Davidson, '77, Mary Rogers, was playing #1 position for Dartmouth against Wendy Jennings, playing #1 for Trinity. Both players displayed a fierce competitive spirit and played well. Muffy finally won for Dartmouth, four games to one (we'll look forward to her return next year).

The matches played all went into four and five games. The Bantams played their hardest after only three days practice against Dartmouth's women who had had the entire week to prepare. Thus Trinity's victory seemed even more significant. We expect to see you at our J.V. home match this Tuesday, the 24th, against Taft at 5 o'clock. Be there, we need your support. The varsity's next match is this Sat., Jan. 26, away at Wesleyan at 2 p.m. It will be our first away game, Middlebury and Trinity...come!

Dartmouth Defeat's
Men's Squash

The Varsity Squash team travelled to Dartmouth with hopes of emerging victorious against one of New England's top small college quads. The Dartmouth squad, however, composed primarily of seniors, overcame the lack of experience Bantams by a score of 7-2. The Bantams were featured by junior Charlie Wilson and senior Craig Woitke of Trinity's sole salvation.

The varsity's defeated team now looks toward Amherst tomorrow. (Wed.) confident of victory after the first round upset and the team hosts a tournament at home with victories by #3 player, Nina McClave and senior Craig Woitke of Trinity's sole salvation.

George Brickley, last scoring hero from center, in action against New Haven. (Photo by Mary Lee Sale)

SCHEDULE CHANGES AND CORRECTIONS

Women's Swimming: Add Friday Feb. 24 practice meet vs. Amherst, HOME, at 7 p.m.

Fencing Tri-Match vs. Army & John Jay listed for Jan. 28 was played Sat., Jan. 21 atArmy.

Women's Varsity Squash: Add Sat., Feb. 25 vs. Franklin & Marshall, HOME, 9:30 p.m.

IV Squash Cancel Sat., Feb. 25 vs. Choate.

Army, Navy, and Boston College added this season's tournaments.

Winter Sports

Prep School: On Jan. 23, Nick Noble, senior, was named as the Obfuscator Award given to Trinity's outstanding offensive player. Poulin won the Offsider award given to the outstanding man on defense. The "1975" MVP award was given to Dave Poulin, while Heffernan won the Dan Jessee Blocking Award. John Poulton was named as one of next year's gridiron squad.

Soccer

Tricaptain Aaron Thomas won the Varsity Soccer team's MVP award for the 1977 season. The younger Poulton won the Shortest Rows award for the most improved player. Fisk and Peyton Fleming were named co-captains of next year's Bantam booters.
Winning Week (2-1) For Bantam Hockey

by Nancy Lucas

Lenny’s back! Last year’s leading scorer, Tom Lenahan, started his streak on Tuesday in the first round of the Wesleyan Invitational Tournament when he scored a hat trick in a 6-3 overtime win over Fairfield. He then scored two more in a losing effort against Wesleyan on Thursday night, and finally, he added two in a 4-3 win against New Haven on Saturday. Seems the vacation was good for the co-captain.

In Tuesday night’s game, Tom Lenahan opened the Trin scoring late in the first period with a wrist shot from the top of the circle after being fed a perfect pass from Rob Plum. Plum also assisted Lenahan’s next goal, along with Sam Gray, at 5:57 of the second period. Two seconds later, Lenny got his hat trick, and less than a minute after the first goal, George Brickley scored his first of two, this one assisted by Bill Dodge.

The third period opened with a goal by defenseman Sam Gray on a beautiful slapshot from the point. Finally, George Brickley got his 14th goal of the season on a truly spectacular solo effort to put Trinity ahead to stay.

Also to be commended for their outstanding play in that game are Dave Martin, who made a sliding block in a one-on-one situation to prevent the tying goal; Tom Chase, who was literally robbed four times in the second period by the Fairfield goalie; and the entire fourth line, consisting of Charlie Lalone, Rick Margenot, and Dave Johnson.

The triumph in the Fairfield game enabled Trinity to meet Wesleyan (who had defeated Quinnipiac on Tuesday) in the championship game Thursday night. Wesleyan soon took control of the game with hard hitting, and despite Lenahan’s two goals and single tallies by George Brickley and Dave Peters, Trinity was beaten, 9-4.

Wesleyan, R.I., Wallop Wrestlers

The Trinity wrestling team began the post-Christmas segment of its season in what can only be described as a dismal way, dropping both matches to both Rhode Island College and Wesleyan, at R.I.C.

The week actually began for the Bantams as they extended their winning streak to 15 after beating New Haven on Saturday afternoon, as they hit their first nine shots and treated to an exciting, fast-paced contest between the University of New Haven and the Bantams of Trinity. Trinity was victorious, 4-3, and perhaps the most important reason for that was the brilliant play of goalie “Wacko” Walkowicz.

On Saturday night, the fans at the Milford Ice Pavilion were treated to an exciting, fast-paced contest between the University of New Haven and the Bantams of Trinity. Trinity was victorious, 4-3, and perhaps the most important reason for that was the brilliant play of goalie “Wacko” Walkowicz.

Allowing only one goal a period, Wacko made some incredible saves to keep the Bants on top.

Goals were scored by Tom Lenahan, George Brickley, and Larry Rosenthal. Rosenthal’s goal was the perfect award for a game well played, and it turned out to be the winner.
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On Saturday night, the fans at the Milford Ice Pavilion were treated to an exciting, fast-paced contest between the University of New Haven and the Bantams of Trinity. Trinity was victorious, 4-3, and perhaps the most important reason for that was the brilliant play of goalie “Wacko” Walkowicz.

Allowing only one goal a period, Wacko made some incredible saves to keep the Bants on top.

Goals were scored by Tom Lenahan, George Brickley, and Larry Rosenthal. Rosenthal’s goal was the perfect award for a game well played, and it turned out to be the winner.

The second period of that game was by far the most entertaining period of hockey I’ve seen all season. It must mean that Trinity would up and ready for the next game, against Westfield State, on Monday. The next home game will be against Nichols on Jan. 28 at 4:30.

Cadets Conquer Trinity Hoopsters

by Dave Smith

The Trinity Bantams opened the second half of their basketball campaign by falling to the powerful Coast Guard Bears 79-65 on Saturday in New London. 5’4” guard Dave Simons led 13 scorers with 19 points for the Coasties while Bantam seniors Artie Blake, Larry Wells and Jack Thompson countered with 15, 10 and 10 points respectively.

Right from the onset, the underestimated Bears dominated play as they hit their first nine shots and pulled to a quick 18-4 lead before the Bants called time-out to try and regroup. The superior size and excellent shooting of Coast Guard was simply too much for the Bantams as they extended their lead to 19 points. At the half, Coast Guard led 49-29 after hitting 22 for 27 from the floor for an unbelievable 81%.

In the second half Trinity began to put things together. Their shooting got on track and their hustling, scrappy defense caused many Coast Guard turnovers. Led by Blake and Thompson, the Bantams pulled to within 11 points, but Coast Guard went inside where they had men overpowering the small Bants and opened their lead to 15. Trinity continued to execute well and outplayed their opponents throughout the remainder of the game, but simply could not close the gap.

In the JV contest, the Coast Guard broke the game open just before half and then held on to defeat the Bants 70-56. Most of the first half was close as sophomores Bill Glabor and freshman John Bertolino each pumped in eight points to deadlock the game at 16-16 with six minutes remaining. Then the Bants offense began to break down. They committed many turnovers and shot poorly and the well-disciplined Cadets simply continued their steady scoring, and by halftime, they opened a 15 point lead at 33-18.

Trinity fought back throughout the second half as Glabor added nine more and sophomore Tom Crosby and freshman Ed Peden added seven, and six points. The Bants pulled to within eight points but they missed many crucial free throws while the Bants hit consistently from line and pulled out the victory.

Steve Kraske looks for an open man against the Coasties. photo by Amy Poulsen
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